POSTING FOR THE
TRIBAL PROSECUTOR/ICWA ATTORNEY FOR THE NOTTAWASEPPI HURON BAND OF THE
POTAWATOMI

SUMMARY: The Nottawaseppi Huron Band of the Potawatomi seeks a licensed attorney to serve as
Prosecutor/ICWA Attorney for the Tribe to be appointed for an approximate term of four (4) years
(May 1, 2021-December 31, 2025). This is a contractual, part-time position and will be
compensated on an hourly basis. The NHBP Prosecutor serves as the chief law enforcement officer
of the Tribe and shall be responsible for supervising all criminal investigations of offenses arising
under the Tribe’s criminal laws as well as the following duties:

a. Prosecution of crimes and civil infractions in the Tribal Court, which arise under the Tribe’s
criminal and civil laws, including arraignments, motions, trials and appeals;
b. Work closely with the Tribal Court Administrator and Tribal Judge(s) to improve the delivery of
services within the Tribal Court and to assist the Court in case management and docket
preparation;
c. Establish a working relationship with local, state and federal jurisdictions to establish protocols
for coordinating criminal investigations and prosecutions with the authority of such local, state
and federal jurisdictions;
d. Review all requests for arrest warrants and search warrants to determine if all constitutional
requirements are satisfied prior to approval or authorization;
e. Review all charges and complaints of violations of Tribal criminal and civil laws and to determine
what, if any, charges to bring and whom to charge;
f. Provide advice and recommendations to the Tribal Council and Chief Legal Counsel regarding the
adoption of laws, or amendments to existing law, which are reasonable or necessary to promote
the health, safety and general welfare of the Tribal Community and Reservation; and
g. Serve as presenting officer in matters arising under the NHBP Elder/Adult Services and
Protection Code (or any successor law), the Juvenile Justice Code (or any successor law), and/or
child protection cases in the Tribal Courts and, at the request of Tribal Social Workers, to
represent the Tribe in Indian Child Welfare Act cases involving children enrolled (or eligible for
enrollment) with the Tribe arising in the state jurisdictions.

This position does require flexible hours as required to address requests for warrants and hearings
requiring emergency or expedited consideration.

The successful candidate must be a licensed attorney in good standing in the State of Michigan; never
been convicted of, or entered a plea of guilty or no contest to, a violent crime, felony, or a crime of
fraud. Candidates must have working knowledge or experience in the practice of Indian law and
statutes/common law affecting civil and criminal jurisdiction on Indian lands. Prior experience as a
prosecutor is preferred. NHBP affords preference to candidates who are enrolled citizens of NHBP
or other federally-recognized Indian tribes in accordance with NHBP’s Indian Preference in
Employment Code.
Applicants must submit a letter of interest and resume/curriculum vitae. Documents must be submitted to the Legal Department no later than 9:00 A.M. on March 29th, 2021. Applications may be submitted via mail or e-mail to:

John Swimmer, NHBP Chief Legal Officer at:
1485 Mno-Bmadzewen Way,
Fulton, MI 49052

or john.swimmer@nhbp-nsn.gov.

Applicants will also be required to submit to a background investigation and drug screen before confirmation of appointment.